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TWO

YOUR DISTRICT ASSOCIATIONS
h

During the next two months the annual meeting of the Teachers' District Associations will be held throughout Texas. These smaller units of the Association are
doing a fine job of developing a better professional spirit among teachers.
The size of Texas often makes it impossible for teachers to attend annual conventions. This is especially true from the far western counties. Through the District Meetings, teachers can keep in close contact with the program of the CTSA
and can receive inspiration and exchange of ideas with teachers in the surrounding
counties. One of the best sources of growth for teachers is the exchanging of
ideas through discussions, observations and demonstrations. The local Classroom
Association County Associations, and the District Associations can do more in
the area of providing programs that can attack the immediate problems of the
teacher than can any other professional organization, unless it is an organization
in a particular subject area ; such as English, Science, etc.

If the District Association provided no other . opportunity for teachers, this
would justify it's existence; however, there are other values that accrue. These
Associations give teachers the opportunity of cooperating with other teachers on
problems of education that call for concentrated action and that affect all who
are in the teaching profession. The representation of each District on the Executive
Committee of the State Association provides a means of knowing and meeting the
educational needs of a city, town or county without a delay that might occur if
it were not for the elected representative on the Board.
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A committee was appointed from the Executive Committee to study the redistricting of the State for District Association . The study has been made and the
report adopted by the Executive Committee.• When the recommendation is adopted
by the general body, there will be nine Districts instead of five as we now have.
This new plan will have many advantages, among them being closer contact for
counties in a district by cutting down the spread.
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Teachers should become active members of their District Associations and
should attend the annual meetings that will be held during March and April. A
good teacher is one who is professionally alert to teacher growth as well as to pupil
growth.

TEACHERS' DISTRICT ASSOCIATIONS
Calendar for 1948, Meetings of District Associations
North Texas-Terrell, April 24
East Texas-Marshall, March 27-28
West Texas-San Angelo, April 23, 24, 1948
Central Texas-Bryan, April 23-24
South Texas-Seguin, February 19-21. 1948
1
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EDUCATION TODAY
AND TOMORROW

1

by DR. JONEL LEONARD BROWN
STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

SOCIOLOGICAL CHANGE
The next few years will mark a sharp
change in the sociological status of public
education. Fathers and mothers today
realize more keenly than ever before that
good schools are essential for good children
and good citizens. People of all walks
of life are exerting extraordinary effort
to become familiar with the characteristics of a good school. On an ever-widening front, citizens are demanding good
schools.
As both the proprietors and the customers of schools, citizens are fast deciding
that good schools must be adequately financed. It is now generally conceded that
the past has shown far too little money
has been spent on public education-not
only with respect to salaries, but also with
respect to the necessary equipment and
material of learning and teaching.
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People want to and will spend more
money for schools than has been true in
the past. This prospect of adequate finances for public education is gratifying
and indeed thrilling to us as professional
educators. But do we as professional educators fully realize an inevitable and proper result of increased moneys for public
education?
As more money is spent for schools,
more demands will be made of schools,
and the more demanding will citizens be
of school people. Consequently, it behooves us as the stewards of public education to carry on a continuing and continuous appraisal of our schools in order that
we may more nearly fulfill the responsibility which we have accepted as the group
professionally responsible for public education.
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION FOR
TODAY
A new climate must surround school
administration in the future.
Superintendents and principals must
be leaders and not bosses: There must
be an atmosphere of partnership between
the administrative staffs and the instructional staffs. In the future, administrative
policies must be established on the conviction of board members, superintendents,
principals, teachers and pupils together.
Teachers must join boards of education,
superintendents and principals in taking
the "rap" for pinches that inevitably involve individual cases from time to time.
Skillful administrators by their every ac-

tion will make it clear that they are eager
to find the answers. Teachers will be
eager to help administrators and administrativt boards to reach the wisest and most
equitable decisions in matters of administrative policy.
A C(?NCEPT OF SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION

A few days ago a psychologist propounded the following question to me:
"What does School Administration mean
to you?" I replied, educational administration is the selection, assignment, stimulation, guidance and evaluation of human
effort toward the development of human
qualities. Then I began to wonder. I
wondered if other persons whose interests
are largely non-administrative also defined educatio'nal administration in terms
of the means rather than the end of administration. I wondered if educational
administrators deserved the title I recently heard applied to them, namely school
mechanics. Then it occurred to me that it
would be a wholesome experience to state
what educational administration does mean
to me. Such is the occasion for the following statement.
As previously stated, educational administration in the selection, assignment,
stimulation; guidance and evaluation of
human effort toward the development of
human qualities. In other words educational administration may be thought of
as the exercise of leadership in the formulation of a given educational program, the
establishment of necessary administrative
organization, and the · management of the
operation of the program. Educational
administration has three basic functions,
namely, (1) the philosophical, (2) the organization function and (3) the management function. It will be observed that
the function of appraisal, which sometimes
is set forth as a unique function of administration, has been omitted. This has been
done because it seems that appraisal is
basic concept, a point of view, and/ or an
attitude. In other words, appraisal is a
process of evaluation, including analysis
and deduction. Neither the philosophical
nor the management function in particular,
can be effectively rendered without appr_aisal. Hence it seems that appraisal is
an inseparable strain of the three designated functions of administration rather
than an independent function.
In the exercise of leadership in the

formulation of a given educational program, it is essential that the program have
its genesis in a discriminating analysis
of the needs of the people for whom the
educational program is to be offered. The
primary source of an educational program
must be the vitalized social experiences
and cultural pattern of the particular
group or groups what should and should
not be offered. It involves the establishment of a bulwark of broad issues which
must be supplemented and bolstred by
the necessary supporting minutia.
After the educational program for any
people has been adopted, it is essential
that an attendant organization structure
be established. The organization structure
must be the instrumentation of policies
which reflect the philosophy inherent in
the adopted educational program. The organization structure will, in many instances, determine the degree to which
the management function of educational
administration will be effective and efficient.
The management function of educational administration is a never-ending
chain of personal relationships. These
personal relationships fall into three major categories: (1) There are the relationships with the administrative board or
officer to which the administrator is responsible. (2) There are the relationships
with professional workers and pupils
whom the educational administrator is
administering. (3) There are the lay and
community relationships.
The relationships with the administrative board or officer must be found and
maintained upon a genuinely professional
basis in terms of what is philosophically
sound and feasible. The relationships
with professional workers and pupils must
be based upon a genuine spirit of service
founded upon fact and practiced in terms
of sensitively attuned regard for all the
divergent abilities and interests represented in a school faculty and student
body. The lay or community relationships
must reflect a continuing and continuous
desire to inform the public about the
"what" and "why" of the educational program. The educational philosophy of a
community depends upon the relationships
between the superintendent of a community school, the principals, and other
educational administrators, and the community.
From this discussion it seems that the
most essential requirement for the effective rendition of the management function of educational administration is the
ability to establish and maintain desirable
personal relationships.
Desirable and
satisfactory personal relationships may be
established and maintained only if all
workers involved in a school system realize that every person in the school affects,
•
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IRA B. BRYANT SELECTED "l'VJ## 7~
By C. T. S. A. As NOMINEE President's Office

R. A. ATKINSON, President

The Executive Committee of the Colored
Teachers State Association voted on January 10 to place the name of Ira B. Bryant,
principal of Booker T. Washingeon High
School, Houston, on the list of Nominees

Mr. Bryant, who is a native of Crockett.
Texas, and who is a graduate of Fisk University and who has a Master of Arts
degree from University of Kansas, has
completed the work for the Doctorate of

To the Teachers of Texas:
Your Executive Committee met in
Dallas on January 10, and voted to accept
the invitation extended by the Dallas
Teachers to hold the 1948 convention in
Dallas.
W. L. D. Johnson, Houston, was appointed by your president to direct the
Membership Campaign for 1948-49. The
teachers of Texas are grateful to Mr. Johnson for his work done in the increasing
of the membership in the Association. Mr.
Johnson has set his goal for 100 per cent
enrollment of teachers in Texas. I am
sure that it will be achieved. We cannot
claim to be part or even a friend to the
Association and its program unless we pay
our annual dues of $2.50. I urge each
member to pay the 1948-49 enrollment fee
early this year. There are five District
Associations, each having a representative
on the Evecutive Committee. This year
there will be an lionor roll for Districts
having 100% enrollment as well as for
schools having one hundred per cent enrollment. This will be the task of the
District presidents and District representatives. Make plans now for having a one
hundred per cent enrollment from your
district.
This is the year for the high schools
to present the annual musical program
at the Convention. At a later date your
president will appoint a director for the
•' Continued on Page 10

Executive Committee
Meets At Dallas

IRA B. BRYANT

for a place on Texas Teachers Retirement
Board.
Mr. Bryant needs no introduction to our
fellows of Texas, for he has achieved for
himself a place in education in Texas that
few young principals have attained. · We
shall mention a few high spots in his
career in order that every teacher will
have Mr. Bryant in mind when the time
comes for voting on persons to be placed
on the Retirement Board.
FOUR

Education at the University of Southern
California, the title of his dissei:ation being "Administration of Vocational Education Programs in Negro High Schools of
Texas."
Beginning his teaching experience at
Phyillis Wheatley High Schol, Houston,
Mr. Bryant had taught eight years when
he was appointed successor to the late W.
E. Miller, who was formerly the principal
• Continued on Page 10

January 10, 1948 at Dallas, the Executive Committee of the Colored Teachers
State Association met in the committee
room of the Moorland Branch Y. M. C. A.,
0. W. Crump, chairman of the committee,
presiding at the meeting.
The program of activities of the Colored
Teachers State Association for 1948 were
outlined and plans were made to broaden
the program of the Association. The
Dallas Teachers' Council and the Principals' Organization extended an invitation
to the Association to hold the 1948 Annual Convention in Dallas, Texas. The
Executive Committee voted unanimously
to accept the invitation to hold the 1948
Annual Convention in Dallas, November
25, 26, 27, 1948.
The entire Committee was the guest
of the Dallas teachers at a luncheon served
at the Y. M. C. A.
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Significance of Wildlife
Restoration Week
by JUANITA F. BATES
I. M. TERRELL DEPARTMENT OF SCIENCE,
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President Franklin Delano Roosevelt,
in 1936, proclaimed March 19-25 National
Wildlife Restoration Week.
On February 13, 1940 at a meeting of
the Wildlife Conservation Board it was
announced that Congress had earmarked
three million two hundred thousand dollars for game restoration work that year .
Since that time, funds have been appropriated annually for this work. This
money is derived from tax levied on the
sale of guns and ammunition and from
excise tax paid by sportsmen on guns and
ammunition.
Congress passed the Pittman-Robertson Act which provides for setting up restoration projects with funds with which
to carry on the work of rebuilding the
game population. Texas was the first state
to set up a game project under this act.
In 1940 Texas employed ten game managers in the field to make a survey of
wildlife conditions which led to additional
projects to provide the state with more
game. Texas and New York now receive
the largest sums allotted under the federal
bill for Wildlife Conservation.
Since 1933, the Bureau of Biological
Survey has been engaged in a program
concerning the rehabilitation and restoration of valuable lands that are suitable
for the production of wildlife and that
are absolutely essential to its maintenance.
At various times Congress has passed
laws which if enforced would protect our
natural resources. The present National
Wildlife Federation with headquarters in
Washington, D. C. is an outgrowth of the
conservation and restoration work fostered
by many agencies. Its first president, Mr.
J. N. Darling, stated the purpose of this
federation : "B!!lieving that the natural resources of this continent are economic, social, recreational, and esthetic assets which
should be restored and perpetuated for
our posterity; and realizing that this can
be achieved only through an aroused and
enlightened opinion among the people of
this nation, we dedicate this Federation
to these ends."
Man is trying to restore the wildlife
to the dimunition of which he has contributed so heavily through the destruction of its habitat, through hunting, by
his incessant occupation, and in many instances, unwise use of land. Obviously,
we can never restore such animals as the
bear, bison, and the elk to thickly popu-

lated agricultural areas, as they are likely
to be obstreperous and destructive neighbors; but they can be maintained on vast
wilderness areas in large measure simply
by alloting to their undisturbed use some
of the millions of acres still within the
public domain. This is more or less a national issue that needs regional support.
Local plans for the restoration and perpetuation of small game birds and animals,
fur bearers, like the raccoon and the
muskrat, and birds that are valuable as
insect destroyers propose also to give
farmers and landowners an opportunity
to learn how to manage their lands so as
to produce these crops, for game is cropa product of the land that can be grown
like cotton, corn, and wheat. The Biological Survey showed that it is almost alwa:ys
possible to increase the supply of wildlife
even on a heavily tilled area without interfering with the customary crops grown
there. In the rurals it is a matter of utilizing waste places-fence rows, eroded
gullies, fence corners, creek bottoms, wood
lots, waste lands-so that wildlife will find
food and cover.
Restoring the field conditions that favor
game will likewise make for an improved
environment for all wildlife. Increased
opportunity to know the songs of birds,
the colors of living things, and the frequently revealed presence of wild animals,
inspiring evidences of man's association
with nature, may be a concomitant result
of game and fur-anitllal restoration and
additional incentive for an effective conservation of an invaluable resource that
once characterized the North American
continent and can do so again.
Reforestation can be made a moneymaking project as well as one of flood
control and wildlife habitat. Franklin Delano Roosevelt began to reforest his
mother's lands as early as 1915, when he
was Assistant Secretary of the Navy. To
him forestry was not a hobby but a practical adventure in precision farming. On
the Hyde Park Estate are 600 acres in
scientifically laid out "plantations" of
Norway spruce, white cedar, yellow, white,
and red pine, Douglas fir, and black walnut, plus such exotic importations as European, Japanese, and Dahurian larch.
Thus he utilized rocky hills, worn out
fields, and swamp lands. Roosevelt trees
are sold for crossties, telephone poles, and
lumber. Thousands of Christmas trees

were sold last Christmas a t fifty cents
a piece, bringing in a huge sum of money.
Schools are fast r ecognizing the immense value of our natural resources as
a rich heritage and are instituting classroom projects and assembly programs for
the purpose of teaching wildlife conservation. Science classes, of course, place more
emphasis on conservation of natural resources, but it is a problem that other
departments in the school can do their
share toward planning for its solution.
The following subjects suggested for debates by the National Wildlife Restoration
Week News Service may be rearranged
and used as subjects for essays, forums,
or radio talks .
NATIONAL WILDLIFE RESTORATION
WEEK NEWS SERVICE
Address all mail to
NEWS SERVICE
National Wildlife Federation
410 Normandy Building
Washington, D. C.
SUGGESTED TITLES FOR DEBATES
(These can be arranged and used as subjects for Essays, Contests or Radio
Talks
Resolved that:
Greater Federal Support, Moral and
Financial, of Movements and Agencies
Concerned with the Conservation of
America's Natural Resourecs is Needed.
The Teaching of Conservation Should
Be Integrated in the Educational System Rather Than Included in the Curricula of Schools and Colleges.
Increased Conservation Activity is
Necessary to the Future Well Being
of America.
It is the Patriotic Duty of Every American to Actively Participate in the Nationwide Observance of National Wildlife Restoration Week.
The Sportsmen of America . Should
Codify and Strictly Observe Principles
and Ethics Regulating Their Fishing
and Hunting in the United States.
Nature Study Is More Utilitarian Than
Cultural.
It is both Lawful and Right to Shoot
and Fish, so long as the Ethics and
Principles of Good Sportsmanship are
Strictly Adhered to.
Industrial Interests in the United States
Should Cooperate Financially and
Morally in the Support of the Conservation of America's Natural Resources .
The Stability of American Economics
Depends Upon the State of the Country's Natural Resources.
Every Civic and Cultural Club or Other
Organization Should Have a Permanent Conservation Committee.
It Is the Duty of All Americans to
Bring Pressure to Bear on Local, State
and National Legislators in the Initia•

Continued on Page 14
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Pupil A ttendance Improved
Through Guidance
by LAFAYETTE B. WILUAMS
COUNSELOR. FORT W ORTH. TEXAS

Undesirable Aspects of Heavy Absenteeism:
The question that is often asked when
a high percentage of school boys fail to
arrive at school is "Where are they, and
what could they be doing at this time?"
Patrons of the school and others who
ordinarily show little concern about the
affairs of public education often keep the
principal's line busy when they have seen
groups of boys on the street, downtown or
elsewhere, during school hours.
Whether it is out of true interest in
society's well-doing, or because of their
habit of adversely criticizing the principal
and teachers, a few citizens can debate
the question of the teach ers' being worth
their hire or the principal's "having any
control over teachers and pupils" and
create sentiment against tenure and economic security for educators. In an active community this feeling may be reflected in petitions and letters sent to the
school board; in a passive community the
indifference of the lay public to the needs
of education can retard the school's progress.
Then there is the difficulty of teachers'
guiding systematically any individuals
whose attendance is irregular. Planning is
an inegral part of effective teaching, and
the best planning takes into account the
individuals who are to be taught. Any
condition that lessens teaching efficiency
hurts the educational program.
If it is true that many children have
their best chance of "living" at school,
their too frequent absence will deprive
them of that desirable experience. On
the other hand, parents are not morally
uplifted by the appearance of unsatisfactory marks on their children's cards.
Do boys, after prolonged or too frequent absence, return to school without
making an effort to justify their being
away?

1.

II.

Reasons for Absence of Pupils
In response to the previous question
I would say that the attitudes assumed
by absentees would be conditioned to
some extent, by the goals that they have
set up. There is the boy who, sympathizing with struggling parents, tries to fulfill a basic need by setting up the goal
of keeping a job. He is not likely to rationalize unduly in discussing his absence;
his frank answer is "I had to work."
Then there is the lad who, being questioned closely, generally offers his illness
or that of someone else in the family as
SIX

an excuse. Teachers who reach hasty
conclusions about this case often do more
harm than good.
As was previously suggested, children
have needs without the fulfillment of
which prolonged frustration may be set
up, the resultant outcome being malbehavior. The subject teachers should know
something of educational psychology and
the psychology of adolescence; yet, knowing the behavior patterns to expect, the
teacher who carries the regular or standard teaching load may not be able to
cope satisfactorily with the situation.
This fact, with the significance of statistics on the high mortality of pupil at-

LAFAYETTE B. WILLIAMS

tendance and enrollment a t certain secondary school levels, has led administrators to consider appointing adequately
trained staff members whose function will
be to "get down to cases." Writers attempt to categorize the work of counselors
or advisers into vocational counseling,
personal counseling, and other types of
intensive advising; nevertheless, just as
the subject teacher will have occasion
to do a limited amount of all kinds of
counseling, the counselor (in many
schools) will be expected to do some of
each type of advising.
Now let us consider one major problem
of secondary school administration and
try to picture the role of the boy's counselor.
III. The Counselor's Approach to the
Problem

The point of departure in guiding boys
in secondary school is knowing and ap preciating their assets and their liabilities.
J . G. Umstattd, in his book on secondary
school teachin~, lists the following types
of data as pertinE>nt. to effective counseling:
Personal data
1.
Mental ability
2.
3. Scholastic ability
4. Personal traits
5. Special aptitudes
6. Interests
7. Plans
8. Unusual experiences
P hilip A. Boyers, with the cooperation
of others, discussed in the February, 1942,
issue of the Review of Educational Research conditions that make effective
guidance possible. He pointed out several
tendencies of research in the field of school
attendance, among which were: a decline
in elementary school enrollment, a large
increase in secondary school enrollment,
increased efforts to determine causes of
non- attendance, increased attention given
to home conditions, general social conditions, and the general adaptability of local schools to meet the needs of pupils
as the real factors determining the reguiarity with which pupils attend school,
increased demands for trained attendance
wo!·kers, and an increased need to coordi11ate all school services that specialize in
the study of pupils at effecting their adjustment.
Robert Campbell Williams-in Type of
School District as a Factor in High School
Attendance in Iowa, Doctor's Thesis, Iowa
City: University of Iowa, August, 1938,
~age 154 (19)-concluded that the distance
that the pupils live fr~m high school is
an important factor in attendance.
Annie Edna Calloway-in Relations
Between Socio--economic Status, Health,
and School Attendance, Master's Thesis,
Emory University, August, 1939, page 55stated that "children having physical defects reported by the school doctor are
absent more often than those not having
defects," ''that h ome conditions are controlling powers in school attendance and
h ealth ," and that "an inverse relationship
exists between socio-economic status,
h ealth, and school attendance."
Other factors considered important
were the compulsory attendance laws,
the more accurate scholastic census, improved certification procedure governing
appointment of teachers, better programs
of study for pupils, and the widespread
development of specific vocational training. One writer re-emphasized the laxity
of teachers in keeping records of nonattendance.
The general agreement seems to be
on the necessity of continued emphasis
•
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Supervisory Duties of the
Elementary School Principal
by L. E. THOMPSON
PARK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL. MARSHALL.

Supervision of instruction is generally
considered by educational theorists and
practical workers to be one of the principal's most important functions. Yet, even
a casual investigation shows that many
principals are not capitalizing the opportunity of this phase of their work.
The professional principal, who is
studying his job, will want to give much
thought to the techniques and effectiveness of his supervisory program.
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WHAT IS SUPERVISION?
Many definitions of supervision tend
to prevent a clear understanding of the
term. Current statements include "redirected teaching," "Use of Tests," "Cooperation of teacher and supervisor,'' and similar phrases. Such definitions describe
means of ways in which supervision functions. Definitions based on such phrases
would be limited only by the number of
devices. It is better to define supervision
in terms of purpose, that of improving
the teaching of children. A good practical
definition of supervision is: "the technique
of improving conditions in which more efficient learning ocr.urs." A technique is a
skilled way of doing things. Technique
in supervision implies purposeful, economical, skilled, and worth while activities. It goes further to include the manipulation of these activities as they are
projected, adjusted, or withdrawn according to the demands of the particular school
situation. For example: the classification
of pupils may be either supervisory or administrative activity depending upon its
purpose at the particular time. If the essential purpose of the classification is to
organize the school, then the activity is
primarily administrative. If pupils are
classified into ability groups to improve
learning conditions then the activity is
primarily supervisory. In the same way
teachers meetings, individual conferences,
bulletins, and class room visits may be
administrative or supervisory depending
upon the purpose emphasized at the time.
THE IMPORTANCE OF SUPERVISION
Supervision of public schools in the
United States has gone through three
stages of development-the rudimentary,
the mechanical, the professional. Each
of these stages has paralleled the development of the schools as to complexity or
organization and extensiveness of curriculum. The fact that supervision has
developed so closely with the schools
themselves is indicative of its importance.

The elementary school principals have
a particular interest in supervision as it
affects the development of their office.
Many city superintendents have found it
necessary to employ specialists to assist
in improving instruction when principals
are not prepared to assume the responsibility. These special supervisors become
the key workers in directing instruction
and the principal loses his big opportunity
for professional service. Sensing this
situation, alert principals have adopted the
slogan, "the principal as the skilled supervisor," and endeavoring through professional study, organization, research, and
professional writings to meet the challenge.
SUPERVISORY ACTIVITIES OF THE
PRINCIPAL
The principal who studies his job is
constantly comparing his activities with
those of other principals. He is particularly keen to familiarize himself with all
new techniques which have their peculiar
purpose the improvement of instruction
and learning conditions.
Valentine asked teachers to indicate on
a check list the most helpful procedure.
These seven procedures so obtained were:
1. Hold office hours for the teachers
seeking help.
2. Give classroom demonstrations when
requested.
3. Hold instructional group meetings
with new teachers.
4. Plan with new teachers individually.
5. Advise and assist in collecting collateral materials, visual aid, etc.
6. Help teachers with broad and suggestive recommendations.
7. Hold friendly, personal conferences
with teachers following visit.
Kyte asked teachers to state the nature
of help they would like to receive from
their principal. The most frequently mentioned responses were :
More demonstration of good teaching.
Definite policies in routine matters.
Definite constructive criticism.
More help in improving instruction.
More visitation and study of classroom.
6. Testing the work of the pupils.
7. More contact with children's activities.
Dyer submitted a check list of activities
in supervision to the principals and college specialists for an estimation of relative importance. The first fourteen func-

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

tions according to these groups fall under
five heads:
1.
Suggestion of methods to teachers.
2. Suggestions on management to tl!achers.
3. Pupil study and adjustment.
4. Sending teachers to visit.
5. Improving physical conditions of the
school.
The committee preparing the 1930 Year
Book of the Department of Supervisors
and Directors of Instruction asked 410
teachers to rate the supervisory activities
of principals. Of the most frequently mentioned supervisory procedure in all the
above studies die following are worthy of
detail consideration:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Class visits and observations.
Individual conferences with teachers.
Testing and measuring.
Demonstration teaching.
Pupil study and adjustment.
Teachers' meetings.

CLASS VISITS AND OBSERVATIONS
Class visitations of two types (1) the
inspectorial and (2) the supervisory. The
first is characterized by the short periods
of observation for the purpose of "straight
forward inspection untempered by any
effort on the part of the inspector to contribute to the situation." The supervisory
visit is primarily concerned with the technical phases of instruction and of necessity
be prolonged for careful study. Both
types of visits have their place among the
techniques of the principal. The criticism
so sharply directed toward "inspection"
is due to its use by some principals to the
exclusion of the more important supervisory visits. In discussing supervisory
visits several questions will be raised:
1.
Is supervisory visitation necessary?
2. Do teachers want supervisory visits?
3. Should visits be on a schedule, or at
random periods?
4. How long should a visit be?
5. What should the principal do during
the visit?
1.
Supervisory visitation is necessary if
the principal is to improve instruction. He must see the school progress
in all its phases from the administrative details through the most technical
aspect of the learning activities. He
must sense the high points of the
teachers' efforts and provide for his
own growth through first hand contacts .
2. Teachers want supervisory visits of
the right kind, according to the
studies of Kyte and Valentine. Leading teachers recognize the importance
of cooperation by teachers and principals in supervision. But it is only the
best type of supervision which is desired. Best because it is adjusted to
needs of the individual teacher, be• Continued on Paqe 13
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Prairie View Educational People And
Conference Tests High
The World
School Graduates
0. W. CRUMP
By DR. H. BULLOCK
Prairie View A and M College
On March 5th of this year, Prairie View
Agricultural and Mechanical College held
her Annual Educational Conference. This
Session marked almost one-fifth of a
century of educational and social investigation. The topic that was developed
as a basic for discussion at this meeting
was Th e Academic Achievement of Texas
Negro High School Graduates. Here for
the first time was presented facts that
evidence the quality of finished product
emerging from our high schools and entering college.
Those in attendance saw the specific
disciplines of divisions of human knowledge in which the Negro youth is strong
or weak, as well as the extent to which
our public schools are adequately preparing our pupils for effective living and
participation in the complex civilization
which is r apidly enveloping them. By
having the knowledge of Negro students
compared with that possessed by white
students who have come through the Texas
public school system too, those in attendance got a glimpse of the smoothness
or roughness with which a system of eduCfitional integration would operate in its
initial stages of development.
The bulk of facts lending to such conclusions were accumulated through the
use of the Iowa High School Content Examination which was given to the September, 1947, graduates of Texas Negro
high schools and which graduates are now
found in Negro colleges of Texas. Freshmen of every Negro college in Texas, with
the exception of Wiley, Bishop, and Texas
~tate University, were examined.
A sample drawn at random to the
number of 100 was examined at each of
the White State Colleges.
The great fire at Prairie View during
last March totally destroyed previous Conference m aterials. Consequently, many
reports then ready for the press were destroyed. We are on our w ay back. By
the end of the coming summer, we hope
to have in the mail to Conference Attendants reports on Physical and Mental
Fitness of Texas Elementary School Pupils and the findings of the Conference to
be held soon. We know many have been
anxious to get these reports, and we certainly appreciate their patience in our
emergency.

APRIL 4-11
NATIONAL NEGRO
HEALTH WEEK
EIGHT

We can hardly be called a world until
every individual who comes into it may
find a welcome and a chance for growth.
Those conditions, spiritual, mental and
physical, are the foundations for a world
of people.
People of different cultures have fought
each other for the supremacy of his own.
Agencies or parties organized for human
progress have lost their causes by vying
among themselves for prestige and power.
And religions, which should be the highest
human expression, have brought devastating difference between peoples and have
been causes of the most bloody conflicts.
The importance of people was recognized last week in Tyler, when the Tyler
Ministerial Alliance proposed to conduct
a religious survey in the Tyler P ublic
School System to ascertain the religious
status of Tyler's young people as a group.
The purpose of the study is to keep the
resources of religion strong in the people
of tomorrow.
President Truman called on America
this month to achieve in the next ten years
five goals for the future which have the
greatest bearing upon the foundations of
our democracy and the happiness of our
people. Three of these five: a-to protect
all our people, b-to conserve and use
natural resources so that they can contribute most effectively to the welfare of
our people, c-to lift the standard of living
for all our people, further magnifies the
importance of people.
It was reported on January 8, 1948 that
members of a congressional investigating
committee hadn't been sure of their power
under the constitution. Their lawyers
looked things up and discovered that the
people of the United States have unlimited
power, that the constitution does not limit
the power of the people, but the people
limit the power of the constitution. The
people made it, and can change it as they
wish. The constitution does not give a
single right or liberty to anybody. It is
not a divine instrument h anded dovm from
Delphi, or a concession made by a king.
Every person, like every wild animal, is
born with unlimited liberties. The people
themselves limit these liberties.
Howard Odum, in his book, "The Way
of the South," recalls that the supreme
wealth of a region or nation after all, is
to be found in the people and their work;
and the way of any culture is the way of
the folk. . . . "Nothing matters but the
people," is not only a poet's powerful piece
of writing but a functional verdict of the
scientist as well.
Tuskegee reports one lynching during

Enrollment Flash
The professional growth which is being
evidenced by the teachers in Texas m ust
not be under- estimated. Since last year's
enrollment, the records reveal that the
membership of the Colored Teachers State
Association has incr eased forty per cent
over last year's record of membership.
The strength needed to face and tackle
the educational problems of today can be
supplied by every teacher's lining-up with
the local, county, district, state, and national professional organizations which exist for the welfare of both pupils and
teachers.
Every teacher who identifies himself
with a teacher organization can have a
strong sense of belonging whenever something is achieved in education. One's
dues is a small price to pay for this feeling
that he enjoys therefore it is not enough to
belong to a professional group but one
must exert himself to see that the organization of which he is a member does the
things that it should do for the members.

1947, in which a single Negro was done
to death. This is a far cry from the days
when there were a couple of lynchings
a week.
Setting a precedent in California's intercollegiate annals, an active interracial,
interreligious social fraternity called Beta
Delta has been formed at Santa Barbara
College.
Bishop Robert N. Brooks, New Orleans,
one of thirty-three Bishops who supervise
the Methodist Church, was recently made
president of the Methodist Federation for
Social Action.
Last week the Fourth United States
Court of Appeals, setting in the South,
gave the death blow to the Southern white
primary when it ruled against the use of
this device in South Carolina to keep
colored citizens from voting. Thus it is
Southern judges who have given the
death blow to an old an iniquitous Southern custom.
Twice within a month in Texas, championship Texas football teams have chosen
post-season opponents whose teams contained Negro players. What is more, no
unfortunate incident has been reported as
having taken place at either event. And
there can be no doubt but there are tremendous opportunities for progress in the
"new look" which these two contests indicate that Texans at least, are giving to
life in the Southern states.
People change their minds. Public
opinion is not stable. Instability of public
opinion is manifested along the entire
gauntlet of relationships, from changed
attitudes toward ari ethnic group, through
groups maneuvering for greater shares of
•
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District Associations---Presidents and Representatives

(East Texas)
M. B. DAVIS. Representative-Jacksonville

(East Texas)
L. M. MOTEN, President-Trinity

(South Texas)
T. B. MITCHELL, Representative-Kendleton

CALENDAR FOR 1948 MEETINGS

*

North Texas-Terrell, April 24

,,.
..

East Texas-Marshall, March 27-28

.

f

West Texas-San Angelo, April
23, 24, 1948.
Central Texas-Bryan, April 23, 24
South Texas-Seguin, February 1921. 1948.

...,

(North Texas)
J. M. JACQUET, Representative-Fort Worth

(North Texas)
P. W. NEBLETT, President-Sherman

**
(Central Texas)

(West Texas)

J. S. HENRY
Representative

R. W. STAFFORD
President and
Representative

Waco

Abilene

* *

**
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The Teacher
Shortage
Some of the developments of the past
year have helped to ease the teacher shortage, at least in high schools. The exodus
of teachers to other fields has perceptibly
slowed and in some parts of the country
former teachers have returned to the field.
School boards have not been compelled to
employ quite so many applicants who are
not adequately prepared for their work
and there h as b een some decline in the
average size of classes.
These gains, too, however, must be
seen in perspective. While overcrowding
is evidently somewhat less severe than
last year, some communities are still unable to keep classes down to ideal size.
There are still about 100,000 teachers in
the schools who do not meet professional
certification requirements.
In several
States as many as one-fourth of all teachers hold only emergency teaching certificates. Millions of children are still being
taught by inadequately prepared teachers
and crowded into classes where they cannot hope to get a reasonable amount of
individual attention.
The teacher shortage is particularly
severe in elementary schools and in rural
schools. In city secondary schools the
shortage is largely concentrated in such
fields as art, music, physical education,
mathematics, industrial arts, science, home
economics, and commercial subjects.
(Excerpt from "Citizens Look at Educa tion," a progress report by the Citizens
F ederal Committee on Education, 194748, Federal Security Agency. U . S. Office of Education)

People And

The World
•

Continued from Page 8

the tax dollar, the changed styles of h airdo.
All of this is particularly important in
attempting to understand the problem of
the south. The way of the south is the
way of the folk. Now just how wrong or
right are things? Are they not as wrong,
or right, as the people want them? Is
the Marshall Plan wrong? Is the Labor
Government in England wrong? Is something terrible going to happen in India?
In Greece? In Palestine? Is the atomic
bomb good or bad? The answers are
bound up in the people.
This democracy of ours is founded upon
a faith in the judgment of the people as
a whole. It is founded upon a belief that
when people are informed honestly and
clearly-their conscience and their comTEN
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Ira B. Bryant
•

President's Office

Continued from Page 4

of Booker T . Washington High School,
Houston.
During his work as teacher and as principal, Mr. Bryant has found it possible
to give freely of his time to civic and
community activities. He is a member of
the Good Hope Baptist Church and is
idnetified with the following civic organizations: Board of Management of
the Y. M. C. A., Mayor's Commission of
City Planning, Chairman of Negro Division of Red Cross, Vice President of
Southern Association of Negro Colleges
and Secondary Schools, a member of the
Phi Delta Kappa Scholarship Fraternity,
the National Society for the Study of Education, and the Omega Psi Phi Fratternity.

Mr. Bryant is also the author of the
following publications: Development of
Houston Negro Schools; The Texas Negro
Under Six Flags; The History of the Negro
Church of Houston ; and two monogramsFollow-up Studies of Negro High School
Graduates, 1936-37 and The Use of the
Library at Phillis Wheatley, 1938.
In selecting Mr. Bryant the Committee
feels that he can represent the teachers
as they should be represented, for he has
wide experience in problems of education
and a deep insight in the educational development of the Negro youth.

•

Continued from Page 4

annual musical so that high schools participating will have an opportunity to
make plans before this school year closes.
We have just closed the period of
evaluation of pupil progress by the teacher.
It should be remembered, however, that
not only is this a period of pupil evaluation but also a period of teacher evaluation.
Teachers are constantly being
evaluated by pupils, parents, and the community.
What the pupil thinks of the teacher
usually determines what the parent
thinks of the teacher and the parents'
opinion determines largely how the public
and school officials appraise the teacher.
Through such a process teachers are rated
as superior, good, average, or poor. Of
course such rating has its faults, for often
it is based on general impression and fre- ·
quently is biased and very inaccurate;
nevertheless it is the most accepted way
of evaluating a teacher. Teacher rating
determines the selection, salary, and dismissal of teachers.
With the educational changes and discussions facing teachers today every
teacher is being evaluated from many
angles and by the public at large; hen ce
I suggest that each teacher use the safe
defense-Self Evaluation.

-

LAUGHS
"Children," said the school mistress to
her class of young h opefuls, "I want you
all to write an essay on "The Funniest
Thing I Ever Saw."

COP'S MISTAKE
• As soon as I saw you come around
the curve, I said to myself, "Forty-five
at least."

The class commenced, but one small
boy managed to finish before the others.
"Let me see your effort first," said the
teacher.

Well, you're away off.· It's this hat
that makes me look so old."

The boy produced a paper, on which
was written."
"The funniest thing I ever saw was
too funny for words."

BAD CASE
· " How's your wife's mental condition
since the psychiatrist h as been treating
her? "
"She's better, but the psychiatrist wt>nt
nu ts."

Professor-Tell me one or two things
about John Milton.
Plebe-Well he got married and wrote
" Paradise Lost." Then his wife died, and
he wrote "P aradise Regained."

AUTO SUGGESTION
"Do you have much variety at your
boarding house?"
"Well, we have three different names
for the meals."

mon sense can be r elied upon to carry
us safely through any crises.
There is only one way to have a better
world, and that is to have better people
in it. It might be added that unless we
do have better people in it, before very
long we won't have any world.

ONE EXCEPTION
"You can take it from me, that if you
want to get on, you must start from the
bottom."
"How about swimming?"

.,
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Education Today
And Tomorrow
•
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and is affected by, management relationships.
WHAT WILL SCHOOLS OFFER
The United States of America is committed to a democratic way of life. We
are therefore, committed to a person which
prepares people for living in a democracy.
A national culture that will produce a
citizenship qualified to lead a democratic
life demands complete cooperation among
both individuals and groups.
The character of an educational system is determined by its philosophy objectives and / or purposes. The most acceptable ide·a underlying educational objectives is the growth of the individual
so that he will act wisely in the social
group of which he is a member. Acting
wisely in this connection is to be interpreted as acting in such a way that he
will make the greatest possible contribution to society and at the same time receive the greatest personal satisfaction. As
a point of departure in the discussion of
what will school.s offer, it is deemed necessary to state what is considered three basic
ideals essential to a clear' conception of
the democratic way of life in the Amerkan culture. These are:
1.
Respect for the worth and uniqueness
of each individual. The development
of uniqueness of individuality implies
the development of personality. Personality is derived from a social situation. It is nurtured through the attempts of the individual to make adjustments to life situations. In making these adjustments an individual
deserves the respect of his fellowcitizens.
2.
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Continued from Page 3

3.

Th e exercise of intelligence in the
solution of life problems. Fundamental to the operation of a democracy is the universal exercise of intelligence, by a ll citizens in an attempt
to deal with, and solve the practical
problems of life.
The right and responsibility of each
individual to share in the common interests and purposes of the society.
Individuals must possess the ability
to cooperate with others in social action. They should have the desire, opportunity and disposition to work cooperatively with others on social
problems of common concern. For
this ideal to be realized adequately
individuals must make contributions
to the welfare and progress of the
social group; they must be tolerant
of and have an appreciation for others
who hold values that differ from

ST AND A R D - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

their own ; and they must have a
sense of responsibility which moves
them to put into practice social processes that tend to correct social injustices which will progressively enlarge the area of harmony and extend
liberty to all members of the culture.
This can and will bring about the
maximum of each individual.
Full human development is a major
objective of a school, therefore, the essential offerings in a school program must
be wide and varied. The list of minimum
essentials for an adequate educational program is much longer than is found in the
majority of our schools. At least the following pupil services and experiences
should be available in a good school: formally organized classroom teaching, educational and vocational guidance, library
services, extra-curricular activities, work
experiences, junior placement services,
transportation services, health services, including nutritional, medical, dental, nursing, psychiatric and camp experiences.
The only item in this list of minimum
essentials for a good school that is now
universally provided is formally organized
classroom teaching. Furthermore, the nature of much of the classroom teaching
at present within elementary schools, secondary schools, and institutions of higher
learning leaves much to be desired. It has
been observed that the lecture-textbookmemorizing type of learning does not occur
in any life experiences save in the school.
T eachers at all levels would do well to
become familiar with and utilize the methods by which people learn outside of
school.
Alexander Pope's statement of many
years ago would be a good motto for all
teachers:
"Men must be taught as if you taught
them not, and things unknown proposed
as things forgot."

tion, University of Texas, described the
picture of our teacher institutions of today when he stated:
'' .... It may be said in general that
our teacher-education institutions
throughout America should remodel
their modes of thought and remake
their programs to supply the service
demanded by the extension of public
education.

Instead of exerting educational
leadership, some so-called teachertraining institutions in the past have
actually impeded educational practice and now find themselves on dry
islands surrounded by public schools
that are trying to solve the problems of their youth. Far too many
institutions of higher education,
dedicated to the preparation of
teachers, have heretofore retreated
from battlefields of reality into
the haven of the printed word, there
to reside in security, tranquility,
sometimes indolence. There they
have worshipped the past, condoned
the present, ignored the future. No
person "trained" in such institutions
is qualified for the task of a teacher
in the school of today. These backward colleges are not able to orient
youth toward the future because
they themselves face the past. They
possess no equipment with which to
arm youth for the solution of the
problems they face in the modern
world . . . The time has come for
many of the educational institutions
which prepare teachers to remodel
their modes of thought and to follow
the lead of those that have kept
abreast of the times. Our teachereducation institutions must extend
their philosophy of education to include more thought of the present
and more consideration of the future.
This change in mode of
thought is basic to the remaking of
teacher-education programs to satisfy the demands of a modern program of public education. While
remodeling its mode of thought and
remaking its program, there are two
specific extensions that the teachereducation institution should make.
The first is increased aid to the inservice teacher-education programs
in the public schools. That aid
should not consist of the giving of
extension classes. It should consist
of the establshment of teacher-education centers, in cooperation with
one or more local school systems.
The teacher-education center requires the services of a leader who
has a sound understanding of the
source and nature of many aspects

THE PROFESSIONAL STAFF AND INSERVICE TEACHER EDUCATION
We must be more exacting in selecting
the people who are to take teacher-education programs in our colleges and universities. We should require at least five
years of pre-service college training for
teachers.
The curricula of our teacher-education
programs for both elementary and secondary school teachers need sharp and immediate improvement. Elementary school
teachers need to have much more subject
matter education than they are now receiving. Secondary school teachers need
much more work in such fields as child
psychology, guidance and the psychology
of emotions than most of them now have.
In the future, all teachers must recognize
the importance of understanding and
sympathizing with children. J . G. Umstattd, (1) Professor of Secondary Educa-

•
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Y.M.C.A. AND THE
HIGH SCHOOLS

Education Today
And Tomorrow
•

by R. W. PURYEAR
Y.M . C. A. DIRECTOR OF SOUTHWEST AREA

The Hi-Y (Y. M. C. A. in the High
School) Clubs of Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas have been a great force for good.
Letters and personal contacts with High
School Administrators often get the response "The Hi-Y or Tri-Hi-Y group in
my school has been a force for good."
In 1943 there were ten Hi-Y Clubs and
no Tri-Hi-Y Clubs in the Southwest. Today
there are seventy-one Hi-Y Clubs and

of these young people will quickly impress you with the far reaching influence
of the Y. M. C. A. in the High School.
Every High school Principal in this
three State area will benefit from any
effort to improve leadership opportunities among his pupils. Write M. G. Carter at 3012 Maple Avenue, Dallas 4, Texas
and secure information about a Hi-Y Club
in your School. If you wish a club for
your Girls, write us about the Tri-Hi-Y
movement. Better still, write us and request a visit.
1948 Youth Conference announced Older Boys:
1.

Southeast Texas District March 12-14
at the Emma Wallace High School,
Orange, Texas.

2.

R. W. PURYEAR

Seventeen Tri-Hi-Y Clubs. Every High
School in Texas and Arkansas has been extended the opportunity to organize a unit
of these international programs. Over eight
hundred schools are listed on our mailing
list and we have maintained constant mailing contact. Occasionally we receive a letter
from a school principal requesting a visit
from the area headquarters.
In 1943 Youth Conference attracted
three hundred boys. Today six district
conferences attract over seven hundred
boys. The first annual area wide Older
Girls conference attracted 101 girls. Eight
hundred and three boys and girls study
problems of youth. The figure could be
doubled in the next three years. More
Hi-Y and Tri-Hi-Y Clubs in the High
Schools of the Southwest would bring untold good to the school communities of
this area.
Five boys and one girl attended the National Youth Conference at Grinnell, Iowa
last summer. Five minutes in the presence
TWELVE

South Texas District, March 19-21 at
the Wheatley High School, Houston,
Texas.
3. South Texas District, April 2-4, at the
Y. M. C. A . Texarkana.
4. Arkansas State District, April 9-11 at
Baptist College, Little Rock, Arkansas
5. Oklahoma State District, April 16-18
at the Lincoln High School, Chickasha,
Okla.
6. North Texas District, April 23-25 at
the Booker T. Washington High
School.
Older Girls: Areawide, Texas, Oklahoma
and Arkansas.
1.
Area Conference, April 30-May 1-2
at the Solomon Coles High School in
Corpus Christi, Texas.
Give your boy and girl another opportunity for expression. Help us to help
the youth of the Southwest area.

NECROLOGY
A. R. Pickard, who was formerly principal of the Pickard High School, Brenham,
died January 9, 1948 at Brenham, Texas.

• • •
R. L. Pinkard, principal of
Crow, Texas, died December
home. Mr. Pinkard was one
members in the Association
greatly missed by his fellow

Crow School,
7, 1946 at his
of the active
and will be
workers.

• • •
D. McCullough, a pioneer teacher of
Houston County, Crockett, Texas, passed
December 14, 1947 at the age of 84. Mr.
McCullough had taught in the schools of
Houston County for 56 years.

Continued from Page 11

of modern education plus the ability
to work with individual teachers and
administrators in the analysis and
solution of present-day educational
problems. The centers should be
held both during the usual school
year and in summer, and in the
towns where the schools and their
problems are as well as on the college campus."•
1. From an Address delivered at the
annual Conference of School Administration in Austin, Texas, January
10, 1947.
In-service training programs of the
future must be decidedly different from
those of today. It is impossible for teachers to assume the responsibility for a full
teaching and guidance load and at the
same time undertake to review an important segment of the curriculum. Boards
of education and administrators would do
well to recognize the fact that job assignments to teachers include a wide array
of activities and functions . The in-service
training program of teachers should be
pointed eternally at the child. Administrative and supervisory officers in a school
system would do well to assume active
leadership in the in-service program. The
in-service training should emphasize the
plan to making better workers out of
good ones.
The educational service available to
people should be based upon human needs
in. terms of the requirement of good citizenship in the society of which they are
members. A good citizen should have the
ability to work, the opportunity to vote,
and the personal qualities which enable
him to participate in, contribute to, help
improve, and to enjoy the activities of
life which brings personal satisfaction.
All education should be usable. Use in
term of needs should be the basis for
examining and evaluating the educational
program. Education should Teach People
How To Be, To Do, and To Live.
It is to be remembered that the only
ultimate resource a state has is its people.
People like land, must be cultivated, like
fallow land, undeveloped people will not
only be non-productive but will become
a troublesome and expensive liability to
the state.
*The Board of Education of the Beaumont Independent School District, Beaumont, Texas is sponsoring (financially) an
in-service Teacher-Education Workshop
for all Negro teachers of the city system
at the present time in cooperation with
Prairie View A&M College.
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Supervisory Duties of the
Elementary School
Principal
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Continued from Page 7

cause it capitalizes the teacher's talents, because the teacher's personality
is respected, and because other common sense principles are observed. It
is faulty practice of dogmatic direction, rudeness, unreasonable standards
and stifling rules which do discourage
or antagonize the teacher and too
often give supervision unpleasant
connotations.
3. The problem of scheduling visits to
classrooms may cause difficulty if not
handled tactfully. Briefly, there are
three types of visits, (a) surprise, (b)
scheduled, and (c) invitational. The
surprise or unannounced visit has little
justification. It assumes that the
teacher is the one to be observed during the visit and unless she is kept in
a state of anxiety as to the next visit
her work will fall below standard.
The emphasis in this procedure is
negative and puts the teacher on the
.. defensive against supervision. It is
a wise supervisor who visits primarily
to observe children and their learning
activities, with the teacher as one of
their supplementary factors, Since attention is not focused primarily upon
the teacher, she may concern herself
with demonstrating the ability and
progress of the children. Supervision
thus becomes a cooperative study of
teaching techniques, educational aims,
and learning conditions rather than
a criticism of one indivdual by another.
The schedule visit is used by many
successful principals. It has the advantage
of giving the teacher warning and conveys the idea that the principal does not
desire to see her at a disadvantage. Under
such arrangements it is much easier to
convince the teacher that the supervisor's
main interest is the learning activity of
the children, Should scheduled visits be
made by grades, by subjects, or according
to the strength or weakness of the teacher?
The relative merits of these various approaches may not be discussed at length
just here, however, various plans of scheduling visits have merit and should prove
useful to the principal. One school might
require an investigation of reading
throughout all grades, thereby making
subject supervision the best form of that
particular instance. An adjustment of content between several classes of the same
grade level would make grade visits more
effective. The principal should not develop a "Pet Hobby" or plan of supervision
to the exclusion of other types. All procedures should be employed according to
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the demands of the particular situation.
The invitational visit has the greatest potential possibilities, because the teacher's
attitude is best when she has requested
the call. It will not be possible for the
principal to place all of his visits on this
basis or he will be in danger of a hit-andmiss visitation, and may fail to help the
teacher where the need is greatest. Yet
a principal can be proud when he can
develop the confidence of his teachers to
the point where they voluntarily ask for
visits. Such voluntary requests indicate
more clearly than any thing else that the
teacher's personality is being respected
and that supervision has become a constructive enterprise.
4. The length of the supervisory visit is
largely determined by the specific
class room conditions. A group of
representative supervisory principals
reported visits ranging in length from
one minute to over an hour, and the
median visit was twenty-one minutes.
If we are to understand supervision
as involving study of class room situations and requiring careful planning, then it is obvious that visits
must be reasonably long. Fair conclusion cannot be drawn by mere
"dropping in" or by observation for
even fifteen minutes in an hour period. For all practical purposes the
visit should be for the full teaching
period or longer. After all the problem is not one of time so much as it
is the adjustment of the period of
observation to the needs of the particular teacher and group of children.
The constant use of the shorter visit
of fifteen minutes is likely to subject
the principal to the criticism of "inspectorial" and superficial observation.
5, The activities of the principal during
the supervisory visit sho.tld be most
thoughtfully prepared with a particular class in mind . .Certain supervisory
procedure of utmost value with one
teacher may arouse the antagonism
of another.
The supervisory one
recognizes the individual differences
of children, These practical questions
are raised:
(a)
How should the principal enter the
room and what should he say to the
teacher or pupil?
(b)
What should be the principal's attitude towards the lesson?
(c)
Should the principal take notes during the observation?
(d)
Should the principal rate the teacher during the observation?
Space is not available to discuss the
principal's entrance into the room and his
attitude during the observation. Briefly
it may be said that the principal should
enter the room quietly, assume a position

that will not distract the teacher and
class from the problem in hand. Teachers
should know the principal's technique well
enough to understand when he wishes to
have the attention of the class or when
he wishes merely to observe. Under most
circumstances it is not necessary for the
teacher and principal to exchange more
than a brief greeting.
(b)
It is entirely possible for a principal
to sit through an entire class recitation and never observe the learning
activities. Furthermore, his indifferent manner and look of boredom
may completely destroy the teacher's
spontaneity.
It is one thing to say at the end of the
period that the lesson was "nice,'' but it
is more important skill when one can
raise intelligent questions. A skilled supervisor should be able to ask questions
of the following type:
Why did you help Billy when he was
struggling to express himself? What are
you doing to help children who count on
their fingers? There are any number of
questions which a supervisor may raise
to show his appreciation and interest in
the teacher's aims and techniques.
(c)
Supervisory principals are about
equally divided on the matter of
note-taking during the recitation.
Fifty-eight percent report that they
did not take notes. Writers on supervision are also divided on the
subject. Note taking by the principal has proven irritating in the past
because the class visits have often
been superficial and the teacher has
not been informed as to the content
of the notes. There are indications
that where the visits are supervisory
in type and the records are exact,
written notes have proven of considerable value to both teacher and to
principal.
(d)
The rating of teachers is a device
commonly associated with supervision, Like many other devices it
may be supervisory or merely administrative, depending
entirely
upon its use, In common practice
the rating scale is used as an administrative device for giving the
superintendent information about
the teachers. The rating made by
the principal once a year is seldom
shown to teachers. In terms of the
accepted definition supervision ratings of this type cannot be considered supervisory as they have contributed nothing towards improving
instruction, Considering the basic
principles of supervision, that the
supervisor is primarily concerned
with child growth, the question is
pertinent whether a rating of the
teacher during an observation is
•
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IN MEMORY OF
ROBERT L. PINKARD, SR.
by MISS JEWEL LEE RICHARD
There is little necessity to talk at length
of this great and good man and of his
important position he held in the county.
Many can say true but none can say new
things of Mr. Pinkard. His personal traits
and public acts are better known to the
people of our county and community than
those of any other man of his age. Though
high in position, the humblest could approach and feel at home in his presence.
Though deep, he was transparent. Though
strong, he was gentle, kind, and sincere.
Though decided and pronounced in his
convictions, he was tolerant toward those
who differed with him and patient under
all reproaches.

As years went by, he was found ever
doing his duty; ever facing the future
with a fearless front, high of spirit and
dauntless of soul. Unbroken by hatred,
unshaken by scorn, he worked and suf-

Even those who know him only through
his public utterances obtained a precise
idea of his character and personality. The
image of Mr. Pinkard was reflected in his
magic with words and those who read
them knew him.
Nature pays no tribute to aristocracy,
subscribes to no creed of caste. Genius
is no snob. It does not run after titles
or seek by preference the high circles
of society. It effects humble as well as
great company and here is proof. An
East Texas community was the home of
one of the great sons of men-a man of
singular, vital and delightful genius who
presently emerged upon the great stage of
Wood County's history. This man, who
passed his ungainly youth in dire poverty
of the poorest of frontier folk and whose
rise was by weary and painful labor,
lived to lead his people through a burning
flame of a struggle to a loftier life.
After nine years of iron effort and of
failure that came more often than victory,
he rose to the leadership merited as Superintendent of Fouke Junior High School
at the moment when leadership had become a stupendous task of the time. Success came to him but never happiness
save that which springs from doing well
a vital but painful task.

ROBERT L. PINKARD. SR.

fered for the people. Triumph was his
at last but barely had he tasted it before
death found him-patient, kindly, fearless
eyes were closed forever.
Had Mr. Pinkard reached that good old
age of which his vigorous constitution and
his temperate habits gave promise; had
he been permitted to see final result of
his great work, we would not have been
smitten with such heavy grief. He was
d Ear to us as well as an inspiration, and
his memory is a torch which will always
be reverent to the Fouke-Wood County
Community.
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Significance of Wildlife
Restoration Week
•
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tion and Passage of Bills Looking to
the Conservation of Our National Resources.
Wise Land Use Plays a Major Role in
the Economic Situation of This Country.
A United States Department of Conservation Should Be Created, Presided
over by a Secretary with Portfolio,
Member of the President's Cabinet.
Sources of Teaching Materials:
Castle Film Company of Chicago, Illinois has a very good film, "Trees of Tomorrow" that may be procured at the
small expense of return postage.
A letter to the Texas State Wildlife
Federation will bring free instructional
aids.
If your local school system has a film
library, "The River" by Erpi Film Company is excellent for developing a sense
of cooperation with the Wildlife Conservation program.
Wildlife Restoration stamps are sent
out in dollar sheets by the National Wildlife Federation in Washington, D. C. Children further interested may order stamp
albums. One-cent cards bearing beautiful wildlife scenes are also available here
and may be used to publicize the conservation program. Each science teacher should
send for a sheet of the stamps and sell
them for use on letters.
School Projects:
Special assembly programs during National Wildlife Restoration Week.
Poster contests on subjects pertinent
.to this work.
Bird house contests, class discussion on
subjects as: Damage Done by Carelessly
Picking Wild Flowers, Shooting Animals
for Fun, Destroying Natural Habitats by
Polluting Water in Streams and Ponds and
Carelessly Starting Forest Fires While on
Camping and Fishing Trips, Needlessly
Cutting Down Trees Without Replacing
Them, Torpedoing and Seining Fish, The
Value of Establishing Bird Reserves, Reforestation as a Means of Preventing Soil
Erosion and as a Method of Flood Control.
A project sponsored by the Fort
Worth Botanic Garden Center is the Birds'
Christmas Tree. School children engage in
a carol service during which they hang apples, pop corn balls and pieces of suet on
the tree for hungry birds. This may be
done during snows when birds have difficulty in finding food.
There are numerous ways by which
we can reclaim and preserve our natural
resources, and it is hoped that they will
be guarded and protected the year r ound
and not just during Wildlife Restoration
Week, March 19 to 25.
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THE NEED FOR
NEW TEACHERS
Scattered information indicates that
there has been a rise in enrollments among
students who intend to become teachers. It
is to be remembered, h owever, that it will
be several years before these students
are ready to assume teaching positions.
Furthermore, despite the increase, the
number of young people preparing for
teaching is still far below the level of
prewar years. F ar too few young people
are going into teaching to meet the immense need for teachers which will exist
for at least the next six to ten years.
Teaching has always been characterized
by a fairly high turnover, so that there
is normally a steady demand for new
teachers. In the years ahead we face
two additional problems. First, teachers
with substandard qualifications must be
replaced. Secondly, we must prepare for
the large increase in the number of children in school which is in prospect. During the war and early postwar period, the
birth rate in the United States increased
sharply, and there is still no sign of it
falling back to the prewar level. In the
five years, 1942-46, some thirteen million
babies were born-some four million more
than had been predicted by population
experts. Kindergartens have already felt
the impact of this higher birth rate, and
elementary school enrollment will increase
each year until 1953. Between 1954 and
1960 high-school enrollment will jump

rapidly. It is estimated that there will be
some 35 million children in the five to
seventeen- year age group by 1953-54some six million more than there are at
present. To give these children the kind
of education to which they are entitled,
we must be concerned not simply with attracting enough people into teaching but
with attracting applicants of the highest
qualifications.
A vivid illustration of how far we still
have to go in overcoming the teacher
shortage appears in the report of a survey
made by the six tax-supported teachereducation institutions in Illinois. According to the report, only 104 elementary
teachers have been graduated from the
teachers colleges of Illinois this year. It
is estimated that some six or seven thousand more elementary teachers will be
needed in the State over the next five or
six years. Even if allowance is made for
the fact that some teachers are trained
in other types of schools, the discrepancy
between the State's needs and the number of graduates is alarming. Some 4,000
Illinois teachers still have only emergency
certificates.
(Excerpt from "Citizens Look at
Education," a progress report by the
Citizens Federal Committee on Education, 1947- 48, Federal Security
Agency, U. S. Office of Education)
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Improved Through
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on case studies. These studies involve
teachers and all other staff members,
in some measure, but place a specific
responsibility on the counselor, who is
allotted time and place for such work.
The counselor who would help solve
the problem of non-attendance must supervise and/ or make recommendations
leading to the systematic filing of cumulative pupil personnel data. One is handicapped by not having a general idea of
the factors that influence the child as
he progresses toward high school levels
(16) . To these data he may add current impressions gained from parents, from
teachers, from the health consultant, and
from social agencies in the community.
Often all these steps ar e necessary in determining wh ether the case is one that is
developmental (generally to be expected
at the pupil's stage of development) or

one requiring definite remedial measures.
The mistake of treating symptoms
rather than cases is often costly, in that
developmental cases (that would adjust
themselves in due time, are handled so
as to create new problems.
That nothing shouid be d one with reference to a pupil's committing a single
undesirable act it is not the purpose of
this paper to prove, but the intensity and
the nature of counseling should be governed by the situation at hand.
The very fact that there are staff
members who are supposed to have confidential data, and to counsel with pupils,
seems to make pupils more conscious of
their responsibilities and opportunities.
To say all this is to imply that cases
of truancy may be reduced by the effort of the counselor in studying systematic reports of absence and conducting
case studies of those pupils who are
r epeatedly absent.
Now the case study will reveal that
only a small proportion of absences represent actual truancy; so the burden of
such an investigation will rest in the

i
-

counselor's establishing such rapport that
the pupil will discuss freely the socioeconomic conditions that influence his
attendance.
Occasionally
supplementary
health
data will be gathered in the personal interview, but the health services in a
school like I. M. Terrell High School are
such that cumulative records, kept in the
counselor's office, in the principal's office,
and in the home rooms will expedite that
part of the counseling activity.
A more complex phase of counseling
is that of conferring with parents of retarded children. Unless the counselor
can convince the parent that he is gathering facts about the pupil because with
the facts he may be able to help the child,
he can hardly hope to deal effectively
with maladjustments of socio- economic
origin.
In the process of finding pertinent data
the adviser can profit from conferences
with the .teachers of so-called indigent
pupil personnel. Such conferences sometimes reveal weaknesses in the teacher's
c l as s r o o m management, unsystematic
teaching, and a complete lack of understanding on the part of the instructor. If
the guidance program has been sold to
subject teachers, their experience and intimate regular association with the pupil
will be of inestimable worth in preventing
or remedying maladjustment.
How, then, should the counselor treat
established cases? The pre-requisite to
success in guidance is the counselor's faith
in humanity. He must try to determine
not only the child's goals that are being
blocked but also the unfulfilled needs of
the individual. Educational psychology
and adolescent psychology reveal a child's
need for love, for social approval, for success, for a sense of belong, and for independence.
As long as one of these needs is unfulfilled, there is room for misbehavior.

The findin g of part -time jobs for high
school boys will often reduce absenteeism
matHially. Not all boys who want to work
have to work to attend school, but most
boys a t high school level feel the need for
independence. They want to have spending change without asking others for it.
It is the writer's belief that although
th e counselor can not solve all problems
of the school, if he is acquainted with
the system of pupil accounting, if he sets
up and follows a schedule of interviewing
that will insure at least one conference
per pupil per semester, if he seeks the
cooperation of teachers, administrators,
parents, and community social agencies
as he deals with cases-many boys who
would otherwise drop out of school may
be guided toward the development of a
more democratic competency.
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a distracting procedure or not.
Would a number of written evaluations of the pupils' activities be an
important basis for estimating the
teacher's skill? Could this composite
record be translated in terms of
teaching skill for the superintendent? Should a duplicate of the report to the superintendent be given
to the teacher for guidance? If the
procedure suggested in these paragraphs be followed, the rating of
teachers would not be done during
the observation visit. If the purpose
of class visitation is primarily to
observe children the supervisor
should give the major portion of his
time to the observation of their activities and the study of their progress. It should be possible then to
rate the teacher upon the basis of
these primary reports supplemented
by certain secondary evaluations
of the teacher's technique. This
composite score could be most appropriately compiled in the principal's office.
INDIVIDUAL CONFERENCES
The report of principals show that the
individual conferences with teachers are
common devices in improving instruction.
In many instances the conferences follow
after and are based upon supervisory
visits. Every supervisory visit should be
followed by a conference with the teacher
if only for the purpose of saying, "It was
a good lesson." The time of conference
cannot be stated dogmatically although a
large per cent of principals hold them immediately after school. It is certainly unwise to hold supervisory conferences during class time, at recess period, and other
moments when brevity of the visit is apt
to cause misunderstanding. The attitude
of the principal during this conference
will largely determine the success in improving the teacher's work. It has been
suggested that a guiding principle should
be " Discuss the future and not the past."
In the light of past mistakes, but without
analysis or enumeration of them, plan the
next periods with the teacher. The emphasis then is placed upon the plans of
improvement and not upon the defects
themselves. The principal becomes a
friendly adviser, anxious to aid in future
improvements, rather than a severe critic
of the past.
TESTING AND MEASURING
Principals often cite a testing program
as a supervisory procedure. In reality, the
giving, scoring, and recording of standard
tests may be little more than high class
clerical work. The most difficult and the
most important testing is to know what
to do with the results. Supervision, in the
best sense, does not begin until the test
SIXTEEN
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scores are used to guide, to adjust, or to
revise the status of pupil learning.

DEMONSTRATION TEACHING
Demonstration teaching is a term applied to lessons designed to illustrate superior teaching techniques. The demonstration may or may not be given by the
supervisory officer. The purpose of the
procedure may be to show a model lesson
or to suggest techniques in an ordinary
lesson. According to Hampton the elementary school principal devotes less than
one per cent of his total time to demonstration teaching. The teachers in the
Valentine Study indicate demonstration
teaching as one of the teacher's most helpful supervisory activities. More than
thirty-five per cent of the teachers in
Kyte's study indicate that they want more
help from the principals along the line
of demonstration teaching. These studies
point toward the conclusion that demonstration teaching should be an important
supervisory procedure for principals. Yet
principals do not use it very extensively
because of two misconceptions:
1.
That the principal must give the
actual demonstration.
2. That all demonstration lessons must
be given as models of teaching procedure.
It is not necessary that demonstration
lessons be given by the principal. The
purpose of demonstration teaching should
be to improve instruction. The principal
should call upon any qualified and available member of the school system to give
the actual demonstration. The persons
available for these demonstrations include
the superintendent, special supervisors,
other principals and teachers.
All demonstration lessons need not be
model lessons nor examples of unusual
teaching procedure. In fact the actual
demonstration may be somewhat disjoined
due to the necessity of not pointing our
particular device.
Furthermore it is
excellent training for teachers to look
upon the demonstration lesson as legitimate subjects for criticism. The wise
supervisor will ask the teachers for suggestions on how to improve the demonstration lesson. With this critical attitude a teacher is apt to make improvements in her own teaching. The idea that
demonstration lessons are perfect may lead
to thoughtless imitation. Pittman improved the supervision of rural schools
through suggestive as contrasted with
model lessons. Special supervisors are
helping teachers spend large portions of
their time in giving demonstration lessons. Usually principals are inclined to
let these persons give the lessons which
the supervisor's observation indicate to
be necessary. A better procedure would
be for the principal to request these special supervisors to give the demonstra-

tions requested by the teachers or to
teach the lesson which the principal believes to be necessary. Sometimes the
school nurse or home teachers are capable
of giving assistance. One principal reported that he was able to redirect the
physical education and hygiene teaching
of his special class through demonstration
given by the school nurse. The principal
may assist other principals in demonstration lessons either by lending outstanding
teachers or by inviting the teachers of
other schools to attend demonstration lessons given in his building. The pooled
resources of several schools provide in
most instances enough talent for many
worth while programs. Baltimore had an
after school demonstration cou rse which
required the cooperation of teachers, principals, and special su pervisors. Many
cities have organized demonstration
schools or allowed teachers to visit each
other under the principalship direction.
Regular teachers for demonstration lessons are not often used by the principals,
although every principal knows that all
teachers have one subject in which they
specialized. Often principals capitalize
these special interests by assigning them
definite places in the supervisory meetings. In consultation with each teacher a
subject or grade is chosen for specialization and study. The teacher then becomes
a subject, rather the teacher becomes the
model teacher of arithmetic, or of the
First Grade, or geography ai, the case may
be. As a model teacher she is expected
to keep in touch with professional literature in the field, to demonstrate new
techniques to all teachers nf the school,
to instruct new teachers in the methods
,:if the particular school and to provide
demonstration lessons upon request of parents, visitors and others. Under this
scheme the principal gives relatively few
demonstrations himself although he draws
upon the service of many competent demonstrators and organizes their program
in an effective manner.
THE ADJUSTMENT OF P UPILS
The proper placement of children and
their adjustment from time to time are
amon~ the most important supervisory
activities of the principal. The activities
are usually executed on the basis of information obtained in teacher and pupil
conferences and from pupil testinE?. Kyte's
study shows that teachers believe principals to be helpful through "more contact
with children's activities." A knowledge
of pupils through their activities is basic
to all pupil adjustment. Echools differ
widely as to the pupil-principal relationship. At one extreme is the "Big Bear"
type of principal who arouses fear in the
child and there- by encourages unsatisfactory answers to questions. Adjustment
after this type of pu pil conference could
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hardly be based upon complete facts or
data. At the other extreme, we find the
principal who talks so as to obtain complete facts. These principals respect the
child's personality, adjust themselves to
immature view points and are concerned
with putting the child at complete ease.
Interviews under these conditions frequently give information not procured in
any other manner.
The testing movement has provided
the principal with a useful tool for studying teaching and children. The tendency
towards mass teaching has often obscured
the value of testing for individual adjustment. Only recently we have come to
realize the importance of individual differences to school procedure. In the study
. of individual problems of maladjustment
may be solved or adjusted. It is in this
case study that the principal has the opportunity of applying the more exact
measures. Closely related to the problems of pupil study and adjustment on
the basis of standard tests is the work
which may be done with informal tests.
Usually these are based directly upon the
course of study of a particular city. By
virtue of this fact they are of immediate
and practical use to teachers in determining the effectiveness of the teaching. A
New Jersey principal reports her particular problem for the year as that of developing informal tests based on the reading
course of study. Her steps in procedure
are (1) discussing with the teacher the
course of study in reading for the particular grades (2) decide with the teacher
upon the basic contents and objectives of
the grade (3) making of the test by the
principal, (4) criticism of test by teacher,
(5) reviewing the test in conference between teacher and principal, (6) experimental use of test on a representative
group of children, (7) comparison of test
with any comparable standardized test,
(8) revision of test in terms of experimentation, (9) extensive use of test, and (10)
continuous revision and improvement according to experience. There are many
excellent treatments of general phases
of pupil adjustment, as well as the application of standards and informal tests to
the problem.

TEACHERS MEETINGS
Teachers meetings may be classified
into two general types, administrative
and supervisory. Each of these types may
be formal or informal, lecture or participating, small group or whole faculty.
Teachers' meetings were listed as seventeenth as to consumption of time of supervising principals. They were fourteen in
terms of total time on Hampton's list of
duties. As a supervisory activity it was
fourth among the seven most frequently
used by supervising elementary principals.
The teachers reporting desirable activities

to Valentine rank teachers' meeting of
the instructional type well up toward the
top qf the list. Teachers' meetings, particularly those of the supervisory type
represent one of the most important duties
of the principal. Observation of many
teachers' meetings shows that they are
often concerned with administrative problems because principals believe that supervisory matters can be handled most
effectively through conferences with individual teachers. On the other hand
many principals show much originality
in organizing professional meetings.
One Saint Louis principal outlines a
formal course of instruction consisting of
lectures and demonstration lessons. The
relative merit of the various meetings cannot be stated with finality. All types of
meetings may be useful. It is one of the
principal's professional opportunities to
adjust this program to the needs of his
faculty. The type of meeting to be
avoided particularly is the "bulletin board
type" devoted to petty problems of administration. The frequency and hour of
holding meetings must be settled largely
in terms of the particular school. The
frequency of the meetings depend upon
the program outlined for the year. After
planning with the teacher the objectives
of the professional meetings, it is easy
to plan the number of meetings necessary
to accomplish the program. The hour
of the meeting is one that should be settled in cooperation with teachers. Usually the after school meeting finds every
one tired and not in the mood of professional study. The hour that has the
most satisfaction is the meeting that is
held before school in the morning and the
audience is alert. Some principals have
found the lunch hour meeting satisfactory,
although, if meetings are held rather frequently they may seriously interfere with
the mid-day rest period.
THE CURRICULUM
Another major supervisory activity of
the principal has to do with the curriculum
of the elementary school. This procedure
was not listed prominently in the study
of supervisory activities above it involved
in all of the principal's functions. Observation is primarily concerned with
studying the growth of children in response
to a given curriculum. Individual conferences with teachers serves as a means
of improving the teacher's presentation
of the curriculum.
On the other hand curriculum study
is not only basic to the various supervisory
procedures, but it offers one of the best
ways for the principal to become a master
in superv1S1on. Through the curriculum
building the principal comes to know not
only the philosophy of the teaching, but
the details of content, the methods of devices of presentation.

Thus equipped, he need no longer fear
to discuss specific items in instruction.
He finds that teachers welcome supervision from a principal who is able to give
scientific reasons why things should be
done a certain way.
TEACHING IN THE DEVELOPMENT
OF PRINCIPALSHIP
The principal should teach one or two
classes as one of his regular duties. The
meeting of class situations daily will keep
him in close touch with teaching problems, and will cause him to have a more
sympathetic attitude toward the work of
his teachers. The daily association with
his pupils will enable him to know their
interests and problems better than he
could possibly know them if he did not
teach. The principal may do regular classroom teaching, or exercise the administrative function of substitute teaching, or
conduct demonstration lessons as a part
of his supervisory techniques. The amount
and type of teaching will depend upon
such factors as his skill, the size of his
school, the plan of school organization, and
the local school board policy.
THE TEACHING PRINCIPAL
The elementary schol principalship in
which a full or part time load of regular
teaching is carried on may be found in
many places. More than 32 percent of the
principals found in Crouch's study had
regular teaching duties. In Morrison's
study of teaching and supervising elementary school principals the average time
given to teaching duties as 52 per cent of
the total. Foster reported the median
amount of time given to teaching duties
by junior high school principals to be 78
minutes daily. The principal who is required to devote the major part of his
time to teaching regularly can never fully
discharge the activities expected of the
modern supervising principal. Teaching
a class of children is a full time job. The
proper exercise of the functions of the
supervising principal calls for full energy
of a vigorous, well trained person. When
the same person attempts to exercise both
responsibilities, one or both must suffer.
WHAT ARE THE CLERICAL DUTIES
The clerical duties of the principalship
are those that can be performed by an
efficient clerk under the direction of the
principal. These funcitons range from
the complicated administrative clerical
work to the simplest office task. According to recent studies, the duties most
frequently deligated to the assistants are
as follows:
1. Supplies, books and stockroom
2. Reports
3. Telephone
4. Typing and stenographic work
5. Records
6. Attendance
7. Correspondence
SEVENTEEN
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Mimeographing
Filing
General office and clerical work
Banking
Messenger
Enrollment
Receiving callers and parents
The above list of duties represent the
clerical activities of a typical elementary
school. Where clerks are not provided
these duties must be performed by the
principal with such help as he may enlist.
In schools with clerks, the routine aspects
of these activities can be delegated, although the principal must retain an active
general oversight and control. Under
some circumstances it might be necessary
for him actually to take over the routine
work until the clerk is fully familiar with
the school policy.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

TIME GIVEN TO CLERICAL WORK
Morrison's study in Ohio shows that
the average time given to clerical work
was 12 per cent of the total day. A representative group of supervising principals
report 18.94 per cent of their time given
to clerical work; teaching principals report an average of 9.43 per cent of the
school day. Foster reports that the median amount of time given to routine
office work is 76 minutes daily for principals of junior high schools; Eikenberry
reports high school principals giving 10
per cent of their time to routine duties.
Principals will wish to check themselves from time to time to see how their
allotment to clerical work compares w ith
practice. Certainly, in view of the greater
importance of class observation and similar problems, the objective should always
be to reduce the clerical duties to a minimum.
OFFICE ORGANIZATION
The modern elementary or high school
demands a well planned office. There is
need for built-in cabinets, properly located windows, and adequate floor space.
The time to think about such items is
while the architect is drawing the plan.
Principals should expect to be consulted
on the office arrangements apd should ask
that certain basic standards be observed.
After the building is constructed, then
the principal should study the office arrangements, space, and light so as to use
them most efficiently. Are visitors to the
office forced to sit facing bright windows?
Could the noisy typewriter be moved
away from clerks who must have quietness for convenient concentration? Could
the chairs for parents and children who
are waiting for appointments be placed
in the hall? Does the principal have for
uninterrupted interviews a place? How
can clerks be used most effectively?
Taylor and Donner, writing in the
Ninth Year Book, urged principals to
make an analysis of the functions of the
EIGHTEEN
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office and to allot certain duties to each
clerk. Many principals need to plan and
announce office hours. This step is particularly necessary in where little or no
clerical help is provided. Some principals will say, "I must answer the telephone
when it rings or see the parent when he
comes." While one must be reasonable
and courteous in these matters, there is
no harm in trying to prevent distraction.
Would patrons ignore the announcement
of office hours? Is it necessary for the
principal to hear the telephone when it
rings? Should he hear it every time it
rings?
SCHOOL RECORDS AND REPORTS
Two major questions in regards to records and reports are: (1) What records
are necessary? (2) Who should be responsible for making out the records and
reports? Thompson asked high school
principals as to the statistics which they
kept on file in their office. He also asked
principals to suggest their desirable statistical records which they were not keeping
in their office. The common problem
of records fall in the fields of pupil accounting, financial
bookkeeping and
teacher personnel. Who should make out
the records and reports? Not infrequently
teachers are called on to keep records
which may be cared for by the school
clerks. Demands are made for information during periods set aside for teaching.
While the value of these data may be
great, the principal is strategically placed
and primarily responsible to keep down
the number of class interruptions. Records
and reports are necessary in efficient educational practice, and their administration requires the friendly cooperation of
teachers, pupils, clerks and principal.

The H ealth Week
Poster Contest
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

HOW THE TIME ALLOTMENT TO
CLERICAL WORK MAY BE REDUCED
Two means have been suggested to
assist in reducing the principal's activities
to a minimum: (1) Elimination of unnecessary dutes and (2) delegation of responsibilities to pupils, teachers, and clerks. The
elimination of unnecessary work is a
problem to be worked out by the principal in cooperation with the superintendent.
A large reduction of the principal's time
to clerical duties can be reduced through
the delegation of duties to others. Pupils
can be used in the office to answer the
telephone, run errands, ring bells, copy
letters, distribute supplies and meet visitors. P art of such duties as r eports, corr espondence, filing, banking and meeting
parents may be delegated to teachers.
These two sources of help are useful but
it must be remembered that both groups
are primarily in the school for other purposes and any assistance given by them
must follow after reasonable progress toward the aims of education.

The subject entered in the poster
contest must be an original composition of (a) some personal character or characters, or (b) some
health activity, or (c) some appropriate idealized subject or scene.
The poster contest' must be entered
by a distinct school unit. It is recommended that an elimination contest
be had between the several classrooms
to choose the best poster.
The poster must be accompanied by
a letter or memorandum of transmittal, giving a short story of the
subject.
All schools of elementary (grade)
and secondary (high school) standing are eligible for the contest
awards. Other schools and cooperating ·organizations may enter posters and receive complimentary certificates.
Each school may enter one poster
only, except that where elementary
and secondary units are in the same
school, one poster may be entered
by each unit. Additional posters will
be accepted for comparison and exhibition.
The subject should be of such size,
composition and quality of work as to
facilitate its reproduction for possible use in printed publications.
Any school desiring to enter the
poster contest must make formal application to the National Negro
Health Week Committee, Public
Health Service, Washington 25, D. C.,
not later than the beginning of the
Health Week observance, April 4,
1948. Send for application form.

All poster subjects must be received
by the National Negro Health Week
Committee not later than June 15,
1948.
9. The posters entered shall become the
property of the National Negro
Health Week Committee. However,
consideration will· be given to individual requests for return of poster
entries.
10. The judges for the poster contest
will be chosen by the National Negro
Health Week Committee. The decision of the judges shall be final.
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Important Notice to Members
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During the rush of registration at the
annual convention in San Antonio some
teachers failed to give their mailliig addresses where the TEXAS STANDARD
is to be sent. In some instances the registrar failed to get the street, number, or
town of the teachers. This list is not very
long but when any member fails to receive the Journal, it is a serious concern of the office. Help us to locate these
members by asking them to contact the
SECRETARY -TREASURER, Post Office
Box 325, Fort Worth, Texas.
The names of persons listed below di'd
not receive a copy of the TEXAS STANDARD for January, 1948 and cannot receive
any issue of the STANDI\RD during the
year unless they write into the office stating their correct mailing addresses:
Name
Town
Miss Abilene Hall
.......... San Antonio
Mrs. L. B. Stevens .. ✓•
.San Antonio
A. A. Cunningham
... ... San Antonio
H. J. Paul Gretien ....................San Antonio
L . C. Collins
.... Cleburne
Mrs. Eva L. Cummings
.. Waco
Mrs. A. R. Jackson.
.... Waco
M. 0 . Robinson
.......... Waco
Mrs. M. 0. Robinson
.........Waco
Mrs. Olla G. McClain
....... Waco
Mrs. Augusta M. Rand
......... ... Waco
Mrs. Pauline Anderson
···············seguin
D. C. McGill .
···········.Lufkin
Miss Rosa Lee Washington
......Paris
Mrs. Eola Cleveland ................... Beaumont
Miss Jennie B. Alsobrook .......... ... .. .Orange
Verlano Cross
..........Port Arthur
Miss Jewel Price
......... .. Dallas
C. A. Harrison
...... Dallas
Mrs. Hazel Slaughter ........ ..............Austin
Miss C. A. Settle .
. ....Kilgore
John H. Nelson
....... .................... Midland
Mrs. L. B. Bradshaw .
.... Rosebud
Miss Mattie Minifee
........Henderson
Mrs. Mable E. Porter
........ Washington
Mrs. J. M. Raven
..... Washington
Ben L. Jenkins .... ...............San Augustine
Mrs. Ethel M. Ward
.......... Alto
I. F . Stewart ..
...... Greenville
James A. Reynolds ....
.... Streeter
Mrs. Alice Mae Jackson
......... ...... Crabb
Mrs. Carnell Hatchett ...........Prairie View
Mrs. K. L. Williams .......... .. ........... Houston
Miss V. M. Byers .....
..........Houston
Mrs. Lois Matthews Collins ........Houston
Keye Howard .....
.....Houston
Mrs. Doris Taylor ............................Houston
Mrs. Jessie L. S. Guyton ... .. .... ..... Houston
Miss Gertrude Phillips .......... ......Henderson
Miss Thelma Hart ....................... Henderson
Mrs. M. M. Jermany .............. .. Texas City
Mrs. Lezena A. Mills ................Kernes City
Mrs. Pauline K.illes ....................... Unknown
Wm. H. Hadnott .... ~........ .............Unknown
Mrs. Ellene E. Lewis ....
..Unknown
••••• •••••••

Mrs. V. A. Heageris ...
..Unknown
Mrs. M. L. Everagd ......
.Unknown
Haywood Foster
............. ....... ... .Kerens
Mrs. Clarice E. Perry..... ................Midland
L. S. Hodges .....
...... Houston
Henry J. Webb .
.......... Houston

Department

Officers

ENGLISH
Chairman: Mrs. Velma R. Minter, Sulphur
Springs
Secretary: Mrs. D. P. Johnson, Marshall
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Chairman: A. F. Watson, Marshall
Secretary: Mrs. Mary H. Edmonds, Malakoff
MATHEMATICS
Chairman: Miss Ellie A. Walls, Houston
Secretary. Mrs. Elizabeth Oakes, La
Grange

ART
Chairman: Mrs. Ruby Cass, Fort Worth
PENMANSHIP

Chairman: Mrs. P. R. Hall, Dallas
Secretary: Mrs. 0 . S. McCoy, Wichita
Falls
HOME ECONOMICS
Cnairman: Miss E. C .May, Prairie View
Secretary: Mrs. Luella H. Sterling, Orange
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE
Chairman: I. B. Cash, Pittsbug
Secretary: 0 . W. Sadberry, Hempstead
COLLEGE
Chairman: C. W .Norris, San Antonio
Secretary: Mrs. Lois White
BUSINESS AND DISTRIBUTIVE
EDUCATION
Chairman: R. L. Thornton, Fort Worth
Secretary: Theo. Davis, Austin
LIBRARY
Chairman: To be selected at conference
in March

Democracy At Work
Central High School, Galveston, the
oldest high school for Negroes in Texas
held a week of re-dedication for the coming of the "Freedom Train" to Galveston.
One of the unique features of the activities of the week was Principal Morgan's
plan for having at least five teachers on
five days assume administrative duties of
the school while he taught classes. Principal Morgan stated that the plan was
democratic. The teachers selected by the
faculty to serve as principal during the
week were: A . W. McDonald, Frank Windom, H. L. Dansby, J. L . Sweatt, Jr., and
Wm. C. Jackson.
Daily assemblies, faculty meetings were
held during the week in which activities
were engaged in on the following themes:
Religious Freedom, Woman Rights, Organization, Industry, and youth.
A. W. McDONALD, Galveston
PRINCIALS
Elementary Principals
Chairman: Mrs. Helen Wright, Nacogdoches
Secretary: Miss B. Ruth Hill, Tyler
High School Principals
Chairman: T. C. Calhoun, Austin
Secretary: Mrs. Lucy Mae McDonald, Ferris
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS
Chairman: Mrs. R. H. Calhoun, Amarillo
Secretary: Mrs. Rubye G. Jones, Fort
Worth
HEALTH EDUCATION
Chairman: Dr. C.R. Yerwood
Secretary: Mrs. Laurice Brathwaite, San
Antonio
SUPERINTENDENT
Chairman: J. H. Farris, Mexia
Secretary: W. Marion Davis
TEXAS VOCATIONAL SECTION
Chairman: R. A. Atkinson, Weimar
Secretary: M. W. Evans, Wortham

PRESIDENT SUPPORTS FEDERAL AID
In his state-of-the-1tnion message to Congress, delivered Wednesday,
]an!Mlry 7, 1948, the President said:
"Another fundamental aim of our democracy is to provide an adequate
education for every person.
. "Our _educati?nal systems face a financial crisis. It is deplorable that
a Nat10n as nch as ours there are millions of children who do not have
adequate s~hool~10uses or enough teachers for a good elementary or secondary educa~1on. If there are educational inadequacies in any State, the
whole Nation suffers. The Federal Government has a responsibility for
providing financial aid to meet this crisis.
111

"In a~~ition, we must ma~e possible greater equality of opportunity to
a~.our c1t~zens for an educat10n. Only by so doing can we insure that our
citizens will be capable of understanding and sharing the responsibilities of
democracy."
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National Negro Health
W eek---April 4 to 11, 1948
Day By Day National Health Week Schedule
MOBILIZATION DAY, Sunday, April
4.-Heaith sermons and lectures by ministers, doctors, and other qualified persons.
Mass meetings; good speakers, good music.
Urge the carrying out of the Health Week
program. Give references to sources of
health information and urge cooperation
with local agencies. Emphasize the necessity of healthful living in the home and
community.
HOME HEALTH DAY, Monday Apr~
5.-Home clean-up. Parents' meetings.
Personal and home hygiene talks by doctors, nurses, social workers, and other
qualified persons. Social hygiene education and veneral disease control should
be included in the day's programs. Give
demonstrations on food values and uses.
Provide for annual health examinations
of children and adults. Use health films,
slides, and exhibits. Commemorate birthday of Booker T. Washington.
COMMUNITY SANITATION DAY,
Tuesday, April 6.-Community survey.
Consider sanitary needs and improvements. Destroy breeding places of rats,
flies, and mosquitoes. Explain spread of
disease by insects and rats. All homes,

markets, bakeries, and other food establishments should be screened against flies.
Protect milk and water supply. Provide
sanitary toilets. Cooperate with local
health department.
SPECIAL CAMPAIGN DAY, Wednesday, April 7.-Concentration on one or
more practical objectives. Contact health
department; offer cooperation and request
help. Churches should receive special attention, as they are often neglected factors in efforts for health improvement.
ADULTS' HEALTH DAY, Thursday,
April 8.-Provision of facilities for annual
health examination. Procure doctors' and
nurses' cooperation. Explain that tuberculosis, syphilis, cancer, and organic diseases (heart, kidney, etc.) are the chief
causes of disability and death. Emphasis:
(1) Fresh air; (2) right diet; (3) good
cheer; ( 4) proper living; (5) regular health
examination; (6) early treatment of illness.
SCHOOL HEALTH AND SAFETY
DAY, Friday, April 9.-Health examinations for preschool and school children.
Classroom and school programs-essays,
songs, games, plays, parades, pageants, etc.

Invite parents. Conduct health poster
contest. Organize health clubs. School
buildings and premises should be made
sanitary. Emphasize "Health, First," the
first aim of education, and "Safety, First,"
accident-prevention and life-saving program.
GENERAL CLEAN-UP DAY, Saturday, April 10.-Inspection of community.
Complete----or arrange schedule for completion of all cleaning of homes, buildings,
and premises. Collect data and take pictures for newspaper stories and the National Negro Health Week Commit.t ee report. "Before and after" pictµres of
''clean-up, fix-up" are convincing and inspiring.
REPORT AND FOLLOW-UP DAY,
Sunday, April 11.-Closing meeting of the
campaign. Reports; good talks, good music, experiences. The permanent organization should initiate plans for year-round
activities. Make definite assignment for
preparation and transmittal of Health
Week report to the National Negro Health
Week Committee.
Many communities
combine data with illustrations (photographs, programs, newspaper clippings,
etc.) and submit reports in booklets or
bound volumes. Collect data and materials for report as they become available,
so as to facilitate the preparation of a
good report. Report sheets for statistical
summary of Health Week results may be
secured from the National Negro Health
Week Committee.

1948
1948
BISHOP -COLLEGE SUMM~R SCHOOL
June 7 - July 10

TWO TERMS

July 12 - August 14

SPECIAL FEATURES
• WORKSHOP for Teachers and Principals in Elementary and High
Schools, Lincoln High Sc~9ol, Pallas.
* WORKSHOP for Teachers and Principals in Elementary Schools, Bishop
College Campus.
• WORKSHOP for Teachers and Principals in Rural Schools, . Sabine
Farms, Marshall.
• Art, Crafts, Health and Safety, Guidance, Homemaking, Music, Physical Education, and Religion.
* COMMUNITY LABORATORY EMPHASIS.
• STRONG ADDITIONS to the Regular Faculty.
* GRADUATE AND UNDERGRADUATE CREDIT.
* ADVANCE REGISTRATION ADVISABLE.
BULLETINS AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST
JOSEPH J. RHOADS, President

